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Instructions for Packing and Delivery                                  02/18 
 
In Order to avoid problems on receiption of goods and to guarantee faultless operation in our 

storage facilities, please observe the following instructions: 
 
1. Loading Aid 

 The only loading aids permitted are perfect condition EURO-POOL pallets (800x1200 mm UIC                                             
code435-2) or other separate between both parties agreed loading aids. 

 
2. Arragement and Security of Pallets Loads  
 The load must nor exceed the basic dimensions of the pallet 800x1200 mm, neither is it to 

exceed the loading height of 800 mm. 

 A max. load size of 760x1160x760 mm must be observed so as to take into account possible 

bulging of cardboard boxes. 

 A suitable load securing device is required. Aids to secure the load (edge-guards, straps) must 

not exceed the specified load size. 

 It is only allowed to use crystal-clear strink foil and recycleable cardboard boxes.  
 Wherever possible, cardboard boxes must be stacked on the pallet in interlocking bond form to 

improve the stability of the load. 

 Cardboardboxes have to be placed at the pallet, that the label is readable from its front face. 
 
3. Identification of Packaging Units  
 Each cardboard box must carry on its front face information after conditions (order-no., supplier-

no.) from Engel and it must be clearly readable. 

 Each pallet must be marked with the contents. 
 
4. Sealing of packaging units 

 It is in the responsibility of the supplier to take care, that all packing units are completely sealed to 
avoid that the packing units can open by themselves.   

 
5. Weight per Packaging Unit  
 The gross weight of an individual packaging unit must not exceed 15 kg, especially to consider 

for drawing part, special part… 

 

6. Maximum Weight per Pallet (Loading aids + load)  
 The max. weight of 800 kg is not allowed to exceed. 
 
7. Form of Packaging 

 Once they have been used and approved, the same packaging must be used to for all future 

deliveries. Changes are only possible after prior agreement with us. 

 We do not accept oil pollute packaging, neither barrels nor boxes.  
 We insist on deliveries general in commercial quality packaging. 

  The quality of the packaging must be agreed with the demand of contents. 
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8. Deliveries by truck  
 We cannot unload stacked pallets, we also unload the truck only from the truck rear with the 

ramp height of 1- 1,60 m. 

 We do not unload truck in our yard. 
 
 
9. Pallet pattern  
 With more than one product for each pallet, the pallet must be divided into two parts in the 

lengthwise. 

 Different products are separated with a carton.  
 Special case for threades rods. 
 

10. Container Loading  
 Please use EURO-POOL pallets (800x1200 mm UIC Code 435-2).  
 Neutral packaging without any prints on it and labeled also neutral without our company-name. 
 

11.Fumigation of wooden pallets  
 Verbindungselemente Engel GmbH only accepts heat treated (core temperature 56°C for min. 30 

minutes) or pressed wooden pallets.  
It is strictly forbidden to fumigate the wooden pallets with Methyl Bromide. 

 

12. Prohibition of Dimethylfumarate (DMF)  
 According to the EU-Commission decision 2009/251/EC it is strictly forbidden to use products 

or substances containing DMF (for example contained in SILICA-GEL packet). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


